Shaikh College of Education inaugurated student council of new batch 2018-19 recently at the college premises. The program began with lighting the lamp by the dignitaries. The chief guest for the event was Mr. N B Nirmalkar, Dr. Indira Sutar, Principal, Shaikh College of Education presided over the function.

Addressing the gathering chief guest Mr. N B Nirmalkar mentioned that having a student council in an institute is an opportunity to the students to learn the skills of leadership and discharging responsibilities in various fields. It develops democratic, socialistic and secular values enshrined in the Indian constitution, he added. He emphasized that the student-teacher must develop a vision to reach greater heights in their profession so that they will be able to shape the future of the country. He said that the teachers are the architects of the nation and hence must take up the responsibility of restoring the value systems. He also said that learning is a continuous process, gathering information is equally important. Hence the students should make up their mind to utilize the infrastructure provided by the institution in general library in particular and thus in turn it will guide them in future.

Dr. I.P. Sutar, Principal, Shaikh College of Education in her presidential remarks welcomed the students to the shaikhian family. She further said that each teacher trainee must understand what makes them a better teacher from others. She stressed on developing leadership skills and communication skills. She advised the trainees to be facilitators for the students so that they get concept based learning. She highlighted on the importance of modern technology in teaching.

The event was then followed by the oath ceremony by all the student union secretaries. The entire event was coordinated by Ms. Akshata B K and Ms. Usha D B. the event concluded with vote of thanks proposed by Mr. Anand Hoogar.